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A New Year Brings a New Opportunity for Health
Now three months running,
the Magna Health Centre
opened its doors in
November of 2010. With
Mother Nature bringing an
early and blustery winter,
MHC was open and fully
functional just in time to help
people with their winter
woes. Whether it was back
pain from shoveling, or just a
winter bug challenging the
immune system, the MHC
team was armed and ready
to address people’s
concerns. Now that we
have settled into the New
Year, our team is committed

to helping people address
another issue: New Year’s
resolutions.
Whether it’s losing weight,
quitting smoking or
improving your work/life
balance, the mindset and
the motivation of the
individual are the ultimate
barriers to overcome. So
how does someone turn a
resolution into a way of
life?

What we’re reading:

lifestyle changes is more
easily accomplished
when done with a support
system in place. So how
else can we arm ourselves
with the best possible tools
to ensure success?
Here are some helpful tips
on how to effectively set
goals, and more
importantly, how to turn a
New Year’s resolution into
a way of life.

For more information or help
Research has shown that
it can take up to 21 days to with your resolutions, contact
our health care team.
effectively break a habit.
We also know that making

The Hormone Diet
by Natasha Turner, ND
A great resource for
healthy living and
stubborn weight loss!

Tips for a Successful Resolution









Spend some time reflecting on what’s important and truly ask yourself, “Am I ready to make a change?”
Consider long-term priorities and make sure that the goal is reasonable and attainable.
Break down the long-term goal into sizeable pieces. How can you work towards this goal today? Tomorrow? This
week?
Write down your goals and post them where you’ll see them so you can be reminded of them daily.
Get others involved. Don’t try to conquer things on your own. Have a support person who can keep you on track
and motivated.
Set aside time weekly to reflect on and evaluate your goals. How have you done so far? What challenges have you
faced and how have you overcome them?
Don’t quit because you’ve had a setback. Changing your lifestyle is a process. You WILL have setbacks. The
difference between people who achieve their goals and those who don’t is how they respond to setbacks.
Maintain a positive outlook. Each step you take towards success is a step in the right direction.
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How to Beat the Winter Blues
Winter is upon us once again! Grey skies, snow,
slush, sleet and blustery cold short days. Along with the
snow often comes the Winter Blues. Another term used to
describe the Winter Blues is Seasonal Affective Disorder, or
SAD. Surprisingly common, research in Ontario suggests
that between 2% and 3% of the general population may
have SAD. Another 15% have a less severe form described
as the “Winter Blues." Symptoms of SAD may include a
change in appetite, in particular a craving for sweet or
starchy foods, weight changes, decreased energy, fatigue,
sleep disturbances, difficulty concentrating, irritability,
avoidance of social situations, feelings of anxiety and
despair. These symptoms generally disappear when spring
arrives.
The added stress around this time of year, the
limited sun exposure causing a dip in vitamin D levels and
the sudden change from our normally healthy diet and
exercise plan to a less than optimal one all contribute to
the Winter Blues. Here are a few tools you and your
healthcare practitioner might use to help balance your
mood and beat those winter blues.
Diet: Holiday parties and the menu options they offer are
sometimes inevitable. Now that it’s January, you may be
regretting that extra shortbread or Christmas cake. A diet
rich in leafy green vegetables, colourful fruits, fish and
whole grains can provide several of the nutrients needed
to help ward off mood imbalances.
Exercise: Maintaining your regular exercise routine
throughout the winter is essential as regular physical activity
is one of the cornerstones of good mental health. Finding
fun outdoor activities that you enjoy will give you fresh air,
sunlight and exercise, all essential to beating the winter
blues.
Sleep: Achieving optimal sleep quality and quantity can
go a long way towards preventing the winter blues by
ensuring that your body and mind are well rested and
ready to deal with stress and overcome it. Studies have
shown a strong link between insomnia (inadequate sleep
and/or poor quality sleep) and resulting issues of long-term
mood disturbances.

Vitamin D: Vitamin D is an essential nutrient that is
produced in the skin from sun exposure. It is essential for
proper brain function. Due to the limited sun exposure
among Canadians and other northern dwellers, Vitamin D
production during winter months is greatly reduced.
Supplementation with Vitamin D can address a
deficiency and can help to improve mood and energy
throughout the winter.
Omega 3: Good fats such as those found in fish have
been shown to effectively manage depression and other
mood disorders. Supplementation with omega 3 fatty
acids can help to prevent or manage mild mood
disturbances such as SAD or the winter blues.
Various other treatment options are also
available to help prevent, manage and treat issues of
mood imbalance and depression, including herbal
supplements, specific vitamin formulations and
homeopathic remedies. Your health care practitioner
can help you to determine the best treatment options for
your individual case. To book an appointment today,
please call the Magna Health Centre at
905-726-7470 or email us at info@magnahealthcentre.ca

Hearty Lentil Soup
2 tbsp. extra-virgin olive oil
1/2 tsp chili pepper flakes
1 large onion, diced
2 garlic cloves, minced
3 large carrots, diced
2 celery stocks, diced
2 large parsnips, diced

1 cup lentils
2 sweet potatoes, diced
6 cups vegetable/chicken stock
1/2 cup fresh parsley or 1 tbsp. dried
1/2 cup fresh thyme or 1 tbsp. dried
Caption describing picture or graphic.
1/2 tsp cumin seeds
1 tsp each sea salt and freshly ground pepper

1. Heat olive oil in large stockpot over medium heat. Add chili pepper flakes, onion, garlic,
carrots and celery. Stir occasionally until vegetables are tender (approx 10 minutes).
2. Add the parsnips and cook for 5 more minutes.
3. Add the lentils, sweet potatoes and 1 cup of the stock- cook for 10 more minutes.
4. Add the rest of the stock, parsley, thyme, cumin, salt and pepper. Simmer on low for 45
minutes (or until tender).
5. Puree in food processor or leave coarse if desired.

